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In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local, self-organized events that brings people
together to share a Ted- like Experience. At a TEDx event, Ted Talks videos and love speakers are brought
together to invovle in deep discussions and connection. These local, self -organized events are branded
TEDx, where x=independent]ly organized TED event.
TEDxSIUHinjewadi is a full-day event with an audience of 100 people in Pune, Maharastra a Symbiosis
Infotech Campus, Hinjewadi.Our goal is to bring together bright minds to give talks that encompasses a
wide range of subjects, to foster learning, inspire and provoke conversations that matter.
Here is a glimpse of some of the speakers and the performers, the attendees will be looking forward to
who would be sharing their experience on sculpting their dreams.
Satyarth Priyadarshi:
He is the Head of product marketing, JioChat. He has been listed in Linkedin Power Profile in the year 2018
and has twice been awarded the CMO Asia & Most influential e-commerce professional of India. Jury
member for India’s Greatest Brands & Leaders 2017-18.
Karishma Mehta:
She is the founder of Humans of Bombay, a social network page on Facebook and Instagram which aims
to showcase the myriad of stories which belong to the people of Mumbai. She leads a team of storytellers
who showcase the journey of individuals from day to day life of Mumbai.
Saurabh Shetye:
He is a singer/songwriter. He has won the Mirchi Music Award Marathi for Best Upcoming Music
Composers of the Year for the song ;Kahe Tu - Anaan. And has also composed background scores for
Marathi Movies-Anaan and Maza Algaar, and Hindi movies along with a number of TV Commercials.
Anita Narayan Iyer:
Founder, Managing Trustee and Chief Volunteer. A double graduate in Law and Psychology/Sociology, her
prime focus is an inclusive society where People with Disabilities are empowered. After many years of
volunteering with NGOs around the country and working with people with different disabilities, she
founded EKansh and works personally on every project from conception to conclusion. She is a qualified,
experienced and independent accessibility consultant.
Vikas Chawda :
Innovation Expert and specialist in Sales & Marketing, Vikas (BE, MBA) is a founder of Quantum
Leap,having 27 years of varied experience. A Coach, Trainer, Mentor, Educator, Business Consultant and
Entrepreneur, he is a lead speaker at national and international forums.
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Ms. Amita Karadkhedkar:
Experienced Project Delivery Manager who has also demonstrated capabilities of end to end test
managing projects in the financial services industry (Retail and Investment).A delivery and customer
centric professional who is also a #NASSCOM speaker, Diversity and Inclusion advocate, a trailblazer in
creating safe spaces and a part time counselor. A celebrated role model who is also good at conflict
resolution and coaching also known for being the most influential trans-women.
Vani Kapoor:
Indian golfer Vani Kapoor, who is the only Indian selected for the Ladies European.23-year-old golfer was
the highest ranked Indian in the Hero Indian Women's Open last year with a finish at the sixth position.
She also had the maximum number of wins of the Women's professional golf tour in 2017. Her
tournaments include the Jabra Ladies Open, France; Viaplay Ladies Finish Open 2018; Czech Ladies
Challenge 2018 and Belfius Ladies Open 2018
Sonali Swami :
Sonali Swami is a name that is synonymous with the Indian bodybuilding community. The mother of two
started weight training at the age of 37 and is still going strong! She is an IBBF athlete who has bagged the
bronze at the WBBF Asian Championship 2016 and is among the country’s the Top 10 bodybuilders. In an
exclusive interview with mobiefit, Sonali talks about her journey from being a mother and her tryst with
weight training.
PERFORMERS
Aziza Degwekar:
She is a dancer and choreographer. She is also the founder and manager at Stepz Studio.
Sabali The Band :
Pune based fusion band .
Chote miyan :
Youtube star and TVF sensation. Comedian and actor.
Yorrick and Joyal:
Beatboxer duo from Mumbai who are going to mesmerize us with their unique talent .
Come Experience the world of knowledge sharing and Sculpting Dreams.
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